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 Slendytubbies III comes to you in a 2 CD Deluxe Edition, 1 DVD and 1-2 flex discs, containing over 80 minutes of video, with a 25mb download for the DVD. It's also available as a single CD, 2 DVD and 1-2 flex discs. This game takes place after the previous Slendytubbies games (Slendytubbies 2 and Slendytubbies 3), following up the events of both, with 2 new characters and 2 new islands. The
main character is a human and his plan is to open up the dreaded Slendytubby's Hive and bring back the Queen. Slendytubbies III was originally going to be a single CD game but, seeing as how this would have been a very short game, it was turned into a 2-in-1 CD game. For this reason there will only be a single disc included in this game. There will be 9 days in the game, and each day has it's own

unique objective that the player must meet or fail. If the player successfully completes each day, they will progress through the story and gain levels. As the player progresses through the story, they will unlock new levels for all the characters and new clothes for them to wear. Controls UpArrow / DownArrow - Move Character Forward / Backwards LeftArrow - Move Character Left / Right SpaceBar
- Cast an Order PageUpArrow / PageDownArrow - Move Character Up / Down All characters will follow the player around. Pickup O = Pickup an item W = Pickup another item (the item you pick up must be visible on the map) C = Pick up a Character (if an item is picked up by picking up another item, the item will not be picked up) Release L = Throw item (throwing a non-visible item is a no-go)
A = Throw item at another character It's important to keep in mind that only the nearest character to you is going to respond to your commands (using the L key). So if your character is too far away from the other character, they will not see your commands and will not pick up anything. Music Slendytubbies III's music is a new track created for the game by DarkDios. The soundtrack is divided into 4
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